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Presentation Notes
The Office of the Auditor General of B.C. published its biannual follow-up report in April 2011. It was discussed at the June 27, 2011 meeting of the Select Standing Committee on Public Accounts.



Why We Follow-up

• Not enough for Auditor General to make 
recommendations and hope they will be acted on

• Follow-up ensures:
• Recommendations are addressed

• British Columbians receive full value from our work
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Presentation Notes
We have been told by legislators that it’s not enough for the Auditor General to issue recommendations and just hope they’ll be acted upon.  We share this point of view.  Our staff invest considerable time and energy, and have pride in their work.  We want to know that our efforts are making a difference.Following up is critical to ensuring that our work has a positive influence, and that British Columbians receive full value from our services.  So for this reason, beginning in October 2008 and on a semi-annual basis thereafter, we’ve follow-up with the organizations we’ve audited, and asked them to provide an update on their progress.



Four Forms of Follow-up
Action Plans

• Ask agencies to provide action plan within 3 months of report release

Agency Self-Assessments
• Self-assessment requested 6-12 months after report released. 

Subsequent self-assessments requested if recommendations remain 
unaddressed 

Progress Assessments
• Assesses the self-assessment of certain or all recommendations

Progress Audits
• Audits the self-assessment of certain or all recommendations
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Presentation Notes
We have four forms of follow-up.The first is the action plan.Within three months of publishing the initial report, organizations are asked to provide an action plan describing how they will implement the recommendations, and by when. Often we are able to publish action plans in the initial report: but if not, they are posted on our website once received.In our 2nd form of follow-up, within 6 months to a year after reports are issued, agencies are asked to provide self-assessments of the progress they have made in implementing our recommendations, as well as their plans going forward. We publish these submissions unedited and in their entirety, so that readers can assess for themselves whether or not progress is satisfactory. To be clear: these are management’s representations. While we read each update, and in some cases discuss them with the entity, they are not audited in any way and we offer no assurance concerning their fairness, completeness or accuracy.We expect that most recommendations will be cleared in this initial follow-up.Subsequent follow-ups may be required on outstanding recommendations or certain key recommendations that have not been satisfactorily addressed. A third form of follow-up involves assessing the organization’s self-assessment of all or certain recommendations to confirm their reliability.The results of a progress assessment are published in the next available semi-annual follow‑up report.Our spring 2011 follow-up report included our first progress assessment, as a follow-up on our December 2008 report entitled How are We Doing? The Public Reporting of Performance Measures in British Columbia.The fourth form of follow-up involves auditing the self-assessment of certain recommendations. We have yet to select any submissions for this level of examination. The results of progress audits would be published in the next available follow-up report.



Results of Spring Follow-up

Self-assessments: represent 5 reports, 33 outstanding 
recommendations, 2 initial follow-ups, 3 subsequent follow-ups

49%

15%

30%

6%

fully or substantially implemented
alternative action taken
partially implemented
no substantial action taken
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Our latest follow-up report, published in April 2011, contained the self-assessed updates on 5 reports with 33 outstanding recommendations. 2 of the 5 reports were initial follow-ups, with the other 3 being subsequent follow-ups The audited organizations reported that 94% of our recommendations had been actioned, at least to some extent.  For us, this is both encouraging and gratifying.21  of the 33 recommendations, or 64%, were fully or substantially implemented, or the organization chose to take alternative action to address the recommendation.30% of the recommendations had been partially implemented.The 6% of recommendations where no substantial action has been taken represents 2 recommendations made to Simon Fraser University regarding Wireless Networking Security. 



Cumulative Results of Follow-ups

Self-assessments: represent 6 follow-up reports, 35 individual 
reports, 454 recommendations

82%

8%
9%

1%

fully or substantially implemented
alternative action taken
partially implemented
no substantial action taken
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We have issued six follow-up reports since October 2008.Over this time, 90% or 410 of the 454 recommendations followed-up on since October 2008 have been fully or substantially implemented or alternative action was taken to address our recommendations.41 or 9% of our recommendations have been partially implemented. No substantial action has been taken on only 3 of the 454 recommendations issued. These outstanding recommendations were made in the following reports: Wireless Networking Security in Government: Phase 2, with two outstanding recommendations made to Simon Fraser University; and Government’s Post-secondary Expansion: 25,000 Seats by 2010, with 1 outstanding recommendation.
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